
April 1998 conference on the archaeology and 
ecology of the tidal Thames. In conclusion, this 
document is a good example of a regional research 
framework and I look forward to seeing its pro- 
posals implemented. It has been written at a time 
when the archaeology of the Greater Thames 
estuary faces many threats. For instance, Havering 
Borough Council wishes to develop 230 acres of 
Rainham marshes in Essex as an industrial trading 
estate, while the London Wildlife Trust wishes to 
transform 1,200 acres of the same marshes into a 
wildlife reserve ( Times 24/8/98). 

Copies of this document can be obtained f rom the 
Director of Strategic Planning, Kent County 
Council, Invicta House, County Hall, Maidstone, 
Kent, M E I ~  IXX. 

Bruce Watson 

The Royal Castle and Palace at  Guildford, by 
Rob Poulton. Surrey Archaeology Society 1998.15 pp., 
ISBN o 9501345 97. £4.95, available from Guildford 
Museum. 

The producers of this publication are be congratu- 
lated; it is a successful hybrid betweenguide book, 
short history and popular archaeological glossy 

report. The springboard for its production was a 
series of summer seasons of excavation between 
1990 and 1994, run primarily as training excavations 
-for the Surrey Archaeology Society. The booklet 
includes the origins of Guildford, the founding of 
the castle and the emergence of the Palace, the life 
of the Royal Palace and its decline and fall. The text 
is accompanied by a time line that puts events at 
Guildford in perspective with national events. In 
addition there are vignettes derived from illumi- 
nated manuscripts of everyday medieval life. The 
volume presents aspects of the discoveries made 
during the excavations, which include the remains 
of a tile kiln, a vaulted undercroft and garderobe. 

All things considered this a well produced booklet 
that potentially should fulfil several functions. 
Other archaeological bodies should take note, be- 
cause there is an obvious market for this type of 
publication among the general public. My only 
quibble being that the front cover photograph of 
the keep appears with a rather lurid purple sky, 
giving a feeling of impending doom, and it is a pity 
that there is a blank page at the back of the booklet 
that was not utilised. 

Roy Stephenson 

Letters 
The role of volunteers 
I READ WITH interest the Commentary in Vol. 8, no. 10 of 
London Archaeologist, concerning the Surrey Archaeological 
Society Conf erence and its discussion on the role of volunteers. 

Working as a full-time archaeologist and part-time at a local 
Adult Education college, I have experienced the paradox men- 
tioned in your discussion of increasing public interest in 
archaeology and the 'dissipat5:n' of volunteers. 

You stated that "the importance to people of a local and 
community 'past' is increasingly recognised". This recognition 
has not led to an increase in understanding as to why people are 
drawn to the subject by those in the profession. Which is odd 
considering the fact that we were all amateurs once. 

The interest in the subject will always be there, but moving 
volunteers f rom excavation solely to discovery and interpreta- 
tion will only increase the 'dissipation'. 

Amongst the people1 have taught, the majorityare drawn to the 
subject because of excavatwn. Like myself, they have a back- 
ground of interest in history. Like myself, that only satisfies 
our feelings for the past to a limited extent. My students want 
to touch the past, to come into contact with their ancestors 
directly, to break new ground (pardon the pun), even if it is on 
a small scale. To feel that you as an individual are contributing 
to new knowledge. That is why they pay good money to learn 
more about the subject 

I believe that it is vital that volunteers be given every opportu- 
nity to work on site. It's their community, their ancestors, we 

are digging up. How can we hold on to these people and attract 
a new generation? 

It was pointed out in your discussion that there are networks of 
local group and you will find these located in all counties: 
"Leicestershire and its 'Community Archaeology' scheme.. . has 
been running successfully for over 20 years". Also "what is 
missing.. . are the skills needed to harness that enthusiasm" for 
the past. With help from Adult Education colleges, local ar- 
chaeological societies and local units, that skills shortage can be 
corrected and d&ging skills can be learnt. 

Yes, we all know that excavation has to meet tight deadlines due 
to 'privatisation' of the profession in 1990. Yes, discovery and 
interpretation are important. But if every area ha a skilled 
volunteer force ready and willing to take part in helping units 
on sites, as in the past with no ill effects, they should not be seen 
as a liability who would get in the way and slow up the project. 

Surely it is not beyond the intelligence of the profession to find 
ways of working with volunteers on site, despite theconstraints 
imposed by PPGI~? Time and organisation is all that is needed and 
the will to harness the enthusiasm of those who do want to dig 
and will be banned from doing so. For it is they who support us 
in our work and theythe developers want on their side for their 
projects. Sideline the volunteers and we will all rue the day as we 
enter the next millennium and the past has no future. 

Christopher John Tripp 
62 Whitmore Avenue 

Stifford Clays 
Grays 

Essex RMI6 2HU 
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Mosaic 
Revival at the Museum of London 
IT CAME AS something of a shock to hear that the visitor 
figures f or the Museum of London havedeclined by about 60% 
since in opened in 1976, but a much more pleasant surprise to 
hear that action is being taken to reverse the decline and 
revitalise the museum. The first stage includes enhanced access 
(opening seven days a week, and a new £5 ticket -- £3 for 
concessions - which will last f or a year) as well as improvements 
to the galleries, entrance hall and shop. 

Part of the museum's new look will be a new major series of 
exhibitions, the first of which, London Bodies, is already run- 
ning, and a series of smaller exhibitions under the tikle Capital 
Concerns. The London Bodies exhibition looks at the changing 
shape of the bodies of Londoners through various sorts of 
evidence - skeletons themselves, facial reconstructions, and the 
effects of the dictates of fashion. I found this exhibition 
fascinating (if rather stomach-turning) but not always easy too 
see because of the height of some of the exhibits. I imagine the 
ghoulish schoolboys who will inevitably be attracted may find 
it even more difficult to see everything. Nevertheless, it's an 
exhibition not to be missed 

Things are changing behind the scenes, too. There are plans to 
open up access to the museum's vast collections and archives, 
which we will report in detail in a future issue. Meanwhile, 
readers with access to the Internet may like to visit the muse- 
um's website at http://www.museumoflondon.org.uk/, and in 
1999 they should be able to access site records via the Archaeol- 
ogy Data Service (http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/). 

Heathrow goes west 
A FIVE-YEAR agreement between Framework Archaeology, a 
consortium of the Oxford Archaeological Unit and the Trust 
for Wessex Archaeology, and BAA (formerly the British Air- 
ports Authority) has been announced. BAA has appointed 
Framework Archaeology to be its preferred archaeological 
contractor, providing archaeological services over the next f ive 
years at a number of airport schemes, including the proposed 
Terminal 5 at Heathrow. It is hoped that by pooling their 
resources, the two units will be able to provide the best possible 
level of service to both BAA and the archaeological sites 
involved. 

Tony Clark Memorial Fund 
LAST YEAR we announced the death of Tony Clark, the 
pioneer in geophysical prospection (Vol. 8, no. 5,140). We are 
now pleased to report that a Memorial Fund is being set up in 
his name. It will be administered by the Royal Archaeological 
Institute, and its aim will be to provide support and encourage- 
ment towards the application of science in archaeological field 

projects. Anyone would be eligible to apply for a grant, but 
priority would be given to small organisations as well as inde- 
pendent archaeologists and students. 

For the initiative to be a success,generous financial support will 
be required. Donations (cheques or postal orders made out to 
'The Royal Archaeological Institute') can be sent to the Assist- 
ant Treasurer, Miss C Raison, c/o Society of Antiquaries, 
Burlington House, Piccadilly, London WIV OHS. 

Tebbutt Research Fund 
THISFUND was established asa tribute to the life and work of 
the late C. F. Tebbutt; applications are invited, from individuals 
and groups, for grants towards research, including associated 
expenses, into any aspect of the Wealden Iron Industry. 

It is anticipated that approximately £100 plus will be available 
from the fund, and any interested person should write a suitable 
letter of application giving details of themselves together with 
relevant inf ormation concerning the research envisaged. Appli- 
cations should be sent not later than 31 March to Shiela 
broom field,^ WoodviewCrescent,Hildenborough,Tonbridge, 
Kent TNII 9HD. 

Gef f rye Museum re-opens 
THE GEFFRYE MUSEUM, which specialises in English fur- 
niture and domestic interiors dating from 1600 to the present 
day, was opened by the Prince of Wales on 18 November. 
Following a grant of 63.75m from the Heritage Lottery Fund, 
the museum has built an extension to house its 20th-century 
collections and temporary exhibitions. The extension will ac- 
commodate a conservation workshop that will take on appren- 
tices to learn new skills, as well as catering for more school visits, 
local activities and National Curriculum work. For details 
contact Christine Lalumia, tel. 0171 739 9893. 

Moving forward on Stonehenge 
THE CULTURE SECRETARY, Chris Smith, has announced 
the next step in the resolution of the future of Stonehenge (see 
Vol. 8, no. 7,170). The proposal is now to locate a new visitor 
centreat Countess East with apark-and-ridelink toFargo North 
(the previous proposed site f or the visitor centre). Countess East 
is outside the World Heritage site but close enough to allow 
access to the stones within reasonable time. It looks like progress 
on the whole scheme is now possible. 

First Aid for Finds 
RESCUE, the British Archaeological Trust, has just published 
a new edition of the widely-used guide to the safe recovery of 
archaeological finds, Arrt Aid forFids. It is available, price £15, 
from bookshops or direct by post f rom RESCUE, Ija Bull Plain, 
Hertford s ~ 1 4  IDX (add £2 for postage and packing). 

(continued from p. 307) 

Anglo-Saxon Kingston 
MUCH AS I enjoyed reading Duncan Hawkin's article on 
Anglo-Saxon Kingston, it did have one or two errors which 
should be cleared up. He says that 1850, when the coronation 
stone was formally erected, is the first time that seven Saxon 
kings are mentioned a having been crowned at Kingston. This 
is incorrect. The list of seven kings is first mentioned by Ralph 
de Diceto in the late 12th century, although that makes it no 
more valid than a 19th-century guess! The idea that the stone is 
in fact part of the chapel of S t  Mary was first published by 
Shaan Butters in The Book of Kingston, Baron 1995, p. 184; a work 

I was surprised to see omitted from Duncan's footnotes and 
acknowledgements, as it was the first to really pull the history 
of this period in Kingston together. There is also Shaan Butters' 
'Was Kingston once Moreford? Surrey Historys, no. 3 (1996) 155. 
Thismentions that John Blair has discovered charters later than 
838 which mention Freoricburnaand is therefore doubtful that 
the place equates with Kingston. 

Tim Everson 
Kingston Museum & Heritage Service 

Wheatf ield Way 
Kingston upon Thames 

Surrey 
KT1 2PS 


